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recommendations), manifold factors have been investigated, including demographics [17], user activity [9, 28], listening habits [24],
and listening venue [10].
The user feature we focus on in this paper is the recently introduced music mainstreaminess of a user [13, 24, 27]. This feature
harnesses that music listeners may be characterized in terms of
the degree to which their music listening preferences correspond
to the ones of the overall population. In other words, the music
mainstreaminess of a user describes to which degree a user prefers
music items that are currently popular rather than ignoring such
popularity trends [24].
While we define mainstreaminess on the level of users, the concept is strongly related to the popularity of artists. As a matter of
fact, users ranking high on mainstreaminess listen to a lot of popular artists and vice versa. However, even though popularity-based
approaches are widely adopted in the field of music recommender
systems (e.g., [9, 15, 29]), harnessing user mainstreaminess is a
rather new target of research. Furthermore, formal definitions that
quantify mainstreaminess are scarce (e.g., [24, 27]). Existing definitions measure mainstreaminess based on fractions between some
kind of individual and global listening profiles.
However, we argue that there are better ways to capture a user’s
mainstreaminess since fraction-based approaches do not take into
account the so-called “superstar” phenomenon (also known as “longtail” or “‘hit-driven” phenomenon), which is evident in particular in
online music platforms. This phenomenon describes that relatively
small numbers of items (the head) dominate the market, while there
is a considerable long tail of less popular items [3, 6, 7, 20]. This
yield to a disproportionately higher influence of absolute top hits
(the head) in fraction-based definitions of mainstreaminess.
Calling on this, we propose and evaluate two novel user mainstreaminess measures that may be better suited to capture a listener’s mainstreaminess beyond the very top items. We argue that
approaches based on rank-order correlation and Kullback-Leibler
(KL) divergence do not overly privilege the very top items since
the former considers solely the rank of the items rather than their
absolute or relative popularity. The later considers the logarithm of
the quotient between individual and global popularity, thereby also
penalizing exorbitant disparities between the two. Analyzing the
performance of the two proposed mainstreaminess measures on
the publicly available LFM-1b dataset [22] shows that personalized
music recommendation can notably benefit when grouping users
according to their level of mainstreaminess with respect to the
proposed two measures.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2,
we briefly review existing literature on music mainstreaminess. We
then detail our proposed measures in Section 3. Section 4 shows
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INTRODUCTION

Using online music platforms such as YouTube, Spotify, or iTunes,
music has become easier to access than ever. Still, this opportunity
to access a large number of musical works requires novel mechanisms to support users in choosing from the myriad of available
musical works and recordings [22]. Music recommender systems
have thus become a significant topic, both in research and industry [7, 23].
Various automatic approaches to music recommendation have
been proposed [25]. Thereby, “[t]he success of a music recommender system (RS) depends on its ability to propose the right
music, to the right user, at the right moment” [16]. Aiming to understand and model users and to provide them with music recommendations tailored to the respective individual (i.e., personalized music
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how to exploit the measures in collaborative filtering recommendation, discusses results, and provides a comparison to other work.
Eventually, we round off the paper in Section 5 with a conclusion
and directions for future research.
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Artist
Artist Frequency
The Beatles
2,985,509
Radiohead
2,579,453
Pink Floyd
2,351,436
Metallica
1,970,569
Muse
1,896,941
Arctic Monkeys
1,803,975
Daft Punk
1,787,739
Coldplay
1,755,333
Linkin Park
1,691,122
Red Hot Chili Peppers
1,627,851
Table 1: Artists with highest frequency in the dataset.

RELATED WORK

Literature in the field of popular music studies and popular music
cultures frequently resort to the term mainstream (cf. [4]). Often,
though, the mainstream is referred to with other terms and phrases
(e.g., hits [7] or the head [12]) to circumscribe the phenomenon, for
instance, the hit-driven paradigm [7], the long-tail concept [7, 8],
etc. Essentially, all these circumscriptions have in common that
they reference to the fact that there is a high concentration of
playcounts on the most popular music items (the head), while there
exists at the same time a long tail of less popular items (cf. [6, 7]).
In the context of music recommender systems research, the
listener-centric feature of user mainstreaminess is a rather new target of research [13, 24, 27]. User mainstreaminess is thereby used to
analyze a listener’s preferences of music items and compare it with
the overall preferences. Other models to describe a listener’s music
consumption behavior for providing music recommendations include features such as serendipity [31], novelty [11], familiarity [5],
unexpectedness [1], or listening intention [5].
Exploiting the mainstreaminess feature in the recommendation process is related to popularity-based recommendation. Such
popularity-based recommender systems are widely adopted in numerous domains, including music [9, 15, 29], news [30], or product
recommendation in e-commerce in general [2].
Closest to the paper at hand are the works presented in [27]
and [24], which both propose formal measures capturing a user’s
mainstreaminess (spelled “mainstreamness” in [27]) and analyze the
recommendation performance of these, among other features. Our
work significantly differs from previous works as we counteract
the mentioned disproportionate privileging of top music items by
proposing a distance- and a rank-based music mainstreaminess
measure, which is detailed in the following section.
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Exploiting the preference profiles, we propose two mainstreaminess measures for a user u’s music taste: symmetrized KullbackLeibler (KL) divergence (Du ) and rank-order correlation according
to Kendall’s τ (Ru ). KL divergence is a well-established method to
compare distributions, which are discrete preference profiles in our
case. The use of rank correlation is motivated by the fact that converting feature values to ranks has already been proven successful
for music similarity tasks [19, 26]. In addition, we investigate a third,
fraction-based (Fu ), measure as baseline, which we adopted from
previous literature [24]. The respective formal definitions are given
in Equations 1, 2, and 3, where A is the set of artists in the dataset,
da denotes the normalized artist frequency AFa (sum-to-unity
AF

over all artist frequencies), AF
a,u defined accordingly; ranks(PPu )
denotes a function that converts the real-valued preference profile (vector over artist frequencies) of user u to ranks, ranks(PPд )
accordingly on the global level, i.e. considering all users. Please
note that we invert the results of the fraction-based formulations
and the symmetrized KL divergences in order to be consistent in
that higher values indicate closer to the mainstream, whereas lower
ones indicate farther away from the mainstream.
Du

=

MAINSTREAMINESS DEFINITIONS

1
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The proposed mainstreaminess measures are defined on preference
profiles, which we compute on a global scale, i.e. considering the
entire population of listeners, and on an individual scale, confined
to the target user u. We first define the artist frequency AFa,u as
the sum of listening events to tracks by artist a listened to by user
u. Accordingly, we define AFa as the total number of listening
events to tracks by artist a listened to by the entire population in
the dataset under consideration.1
Computing the artist frequencies for all artists listened to results
in a high-dimensional feature vector, in which each dimension
corresponds to the frequency of a particular artist. We refer to
this representation of a user’s or the global artist frequencies as
preference profile. Given the LFM-1b dataset [22], which we use
in our experiments, these profiles are 585,095-dimensional vectors
over all artists in the dataset.

Ru

=

Fu

=
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MUSIC RECOMMENDATION EXPERIMENTS

In line with common recommender systems evaluation, we perform rating prediction experiments. We use the LFM-1b dataset
of user-generated listening events from Last.fm [22] to assess the
potential of the proposed mainstreaminess measures. In particular,
we analyze the performance of a model-based collaborative filtering approach when tailoring the recommendations to user groups
defined according to their level of mainstreaminess.
The LFM-1b dataset’s user-artist-playcount matrix (UAM) contains listening events of 120,175 users to 585,095 unique artists. This
matrix reflects 1,088,161,692 individual listening events, the distribution of which corresponds to a typical long-tail distribution [7].

1 This

definition of artist frequency corresponds to that of playcount of an artist, which
is occasionally used in other works.
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and treats larger differences between predicted and true ratings
disproportionately more severe than smaller ones.
As a first observation, we see that the results for the upper
67% of users w.r.t. mainstreaminess (i.e. groups mid and hiдh) are
considerably better than those realized on the entire population
(first row), irrespective of the mainstreaminess definition. Their
RMSE all rank between 3.3 and 6.6 on the [0,1000]-scaled ratings. As
a second observation, the error typically decreases with increasing
mainstreaminess of users, which does not come as a surprise since
it is easier to predict ratings for users listening to globally popular
artists, for which the factorization algorithm can hence learn from
a larger amount of data.
Comparing the performance of the three mainstreaminess measures, we see the following: while the fraction-based approach (F )
performs well on mid and high mainstreaminess listeners, it considerably underperforms on the low mainstreaminess group (RMSE
of 97.5). We consider this low mainstreaminess group particularly
important, though, for two reasons: (i) it is the most challenging
group for recommendation algorithms and (ii) taking a business
perspective, low mainstreaminess users are often music aficionados
with a quite specific music taste and are presumably willing to
spend more money on music than the average listener.2 On this
important group, the KL-based measure (D) performs slightly better
(RMSE of 74.8) than the fraction-based, but still much worse than
the best-performing rank-based (R) measure in our study (RMSE
of 28.3). The rank-based measure also outperforms the overall results obtained on the entire user set, even on low mainstreaminess
listeners. Still, the rank-based measure performs worst among all
three measures on high mainstreaminess users. This may be explained by a negative impact of discretization of the very top items
when converting frequencies to ranks, which in turn pretty much
equalizes those top items.
Analyzing the overall performance among all three user groups,
rows D avд , R avд , and Favд in Table 2 denote the respective arithmetic means of the error functions over the user groups, for the
three measures. We observe that the rank-based measure considerably outperforms the others, with a RMSE of 13.2, compared to
27.8 for the KL-based and 35.5 for the fraction-based approach.
To summarize, we conclude that the proposed rank-based approach performs superior, both averaged over all user sets and for
the low and mid mainstreaminess users. The high mainstreaminess users are, in contrast, best served by the KL-divergence-based
measure.

Group
RMSE MAE
Complete UAM 29.105 25.202
Dlow
74.842 69.495
Dmid
5.305
1.919
Dhiдh
3.310
1.190
D avд
27.819 24.201
Rlow
28.349 25.183
Rmid
4.476
1.520
Rhiдh
6.650
2.410
R avд
13.158
9.704
Flow
97.456 92.608
Fmid
4.860
1.689
Fhiдh
4.221
1.415
Favд
35.512 31.904
Table 2: Root mean square error (RMSE) and weighted mean
absolute error (MAE) employing SVD on the playcounts
scaled to [0, 1000], for various mainstreaminess definitions
(F : fraction-based, D: KL-divergence-based, R: rank-based)
and levels (low: users in the lower tertile, mid: users in the
mid tertile, hiдh: users in the upper tertile). Additionally,
for each measure, the average over the three user groups is
reported.

Note that the global population is in our case the Last.fm users in
the dataset. Table 1 lists the overall top artists in the considered
dataset.

4.1

Experimental Setup

In order to perform the rating prediction task, we first normalize
and scale the playcount values in the UAM of the LFM-1b dataset
to the range [0, 1000] for each user individually, assuming that
higher numbers of playcounts indicate higher user preference for
an artist. We then apply singular value decomposition (SVD) according to [21], equivalent to probabilistic matrix factorization,
to factorize the UAM and in turn effect rating prediction. In 5fold cross-validation experiments, we use root mean square error
(RMSE) and mean absolute error (MAE) as performance measures.
To obtain an overall performance score, independent of mainstreaminess information, we first conduct an experiment using the
set of all users (the full UAM) and report results of the error measures in the first row of Table 2. To investigate the influence of the
different mainstreaminess definitions and mainstreaminess levels
on recommendation performance, we then create subsets of users
for each combination of mainstreaminess measure and level. For
this purpose, we split the users into three equally sized subsets according to their mainstreaminess value: low corresponds to users in
the lower 3-quantile (tertile) w.r.t. the respective mainstreaminess
definition, mid and hiдh, respectively, to the mid and upper tertile.

4.2
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4.3

Comparison to the State of the Art

Directly comparing the RMSE achieved by our approach with that
reported in [27], which is the work closest to ours, is barely feasible,
even though Vigliensoni and Fujinaga also use a similar dataset of
listening events crawled from Last.fm. However, the authors quantize playcounts into the range [1,5], rather than the [0,1000] scale
we employ. Nevertheless, our results suggest that the performance
of our best, rank-based approach delivers a new benchmark in
mainstreaminess-aware music recommender systems, with a RMSE

Results and Discussion

2 From

many personal discussions with “low mainstreaminess listeners”, it occurs
that they are less eager to use (relatively cheaper) music streaming services, instead
are willing to spend much more money on physical media, concerts, etc. than “high
mainstreaminess listeners”.

Table 2 shows the resulting error measures (RMSE and MAE) for
different definitions and levels of mainstreaminess. We concentrate
our discussion on RMSE since it is the more common measure
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of 13.1 on a [0,1000] scale. The best RMSE reported in [27] when
considering mainstreamness information for recommendation is
approximately 0.98 on the much narrower [1,5] scale (cf. approach
u.m. in Figure 2 of [27]). Relating the two different scales, this error
value of 0.98 on the [1,5] scale would approximately translate to
196.2 on our [0,1000] scale.
Comparing the results realized by the proposed two measures,
i.e., symmetrized KL divergence and rank-based correlation, to
those reported in [24] was already effected above since Schedl and
Hauger’s approach is reflected in the fraction-based measure we
adopt as baseline.

[9]
[10]
[11]

[12]
[13]

5

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

[14]

We proposed two novel measures to quantify the music mainstreaminess of listeners. Unlike existing fraction-based approaches,
we adopt Kullback-Leibler divergence and rank-order correlation
coefficient (Kendall’s τ ) to relate listener-specific and global preference profiles. To assess the performance of the proposed measures,
we conducted a rating prediction task, employing probabilistic matrix factorization on the LFM-1b dataset of user-generated listening
events from Last.fm [22]. We quantified performance via RMSE and
MAE for all mainstreaminess definitions and three mainstreaminess levels of users. Our results indicate that in most settings the
rank-based mainstreaminess definition substantially outperforms
both the KL-based and the fraction-based measures, the latter being considered as baseline. In particular, the important low mainstreaminess user group is best served with the rank-based measure.
In future work, we will investigate how well our results generalize to other datasets, e.g., the Spotify playlists dataset [18] or
the Million Musical Tweets Dataset [14]. We will further devise
models that consider mainstreaminess at the country level, instead
of globally. Furthermore, since this kind of research calls for a
user-centric evaluation, we will devise an evaluation strategy on a
representative set of users in a real-world setting.
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